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ABSTRACT
Every day, many lives are affected because patients are not operated on in a timely and correct manner. Also, real-time parameter
values are not measured effectively in clinics as well as hospitals. Sometimes it becomes difficult for hospitals to frequently check
the status of patients. Also, ongoing monitoring of ICU patients is not possible. To deal with this kind of situation, the system is
beneficial. The system is designed for use in hospitals to measure and monitor various parameters such as temperature, heartbeat
and humidity level. Among the applications that the Internet of Things (IOT) has facilitated in the world, health applications are
the most important. In general, IOT has been widely used to interconnect advanced medical resources and deliver smart and
efficient healthcare services to people. Moreover, in this article, we highlight the type of health monitoring system in IOT and the
benefits of system health monitoring in the real world.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increased use of mobile technology and smart gadgets within the place of health has precipitated a tremendous effect on the world.
Health specialists are more and more taking benefit of the advantages those technologies bring, hence producing a significant
development in health care in clinical settings. Likewise, infinite regular customers are being served through the benefits of the M-Health
(Mobile Health) programs and E-Health (health care supported through ICT) to enhance, assist and help their health. According to the
constitutions of the World Health Organization (WHO), the very best attainable standard of health is essential proper for an individual.
Patient Health tracking the use of IOT is an era to allow tracking of sufferers outdoor of conventional clinical settings (e.g. within the
home), which might also additionally boom get entry to care and reduce healthcare transport costs. This can substantially enhance an
individual's fine of life. It lets patients keep independence, saves complications, and reduces private costs. This system helps those
desires by turning in care proper to the home. Among the programs that the Internet of Things (IOT) facilitated for the world, Healthcare
programs are the maximum important. In general, IOT has been broadly used to interconnect the superior medical sources and to provide
clever and powerful healthcare offerings to the people. Also, in this paper, we spotlight a few kinds of health monitoring systems in IOT
and the benefits of health monitoring structures within the actual world.

2. HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM IN IOT
A Health Monitoring System (HMS) is a complicated generation and an opportunity to the conventional control of sufferers and their
health. It includes a wearable Wi-Fi tool like a bracelet with sensors that are paired with a utility for a health practitioner to get entry to
the clinical information.
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2.1. Four layers of health monitoring system
2.1.1. Sensitive layer
This layer is chargeable for analyzing the affected person’s information.For example, it's far feasible to apply it in the sort of manner that
a medical doctor can song the affected person’s geographic location, in addition to blood strain and sugar levels.
2.1.2. Networking layer
After the record from the affected person is received, it's far important to switch it. That is in which the networking layer comes into
play. This element is accountable for the short switch of statistics from the tool to the affectedperson to the doctor.
2.1.3. Data processing layer
At this stage, the evaluation of records occurs. The gadget can draw a brief end approximately the circumstance of an affected person due
to the fact it's far powered through AI, and quickly notify a health practitioner if the affected person wishes the spot help. What’s more,
with synthetic intelligence embedded inside the HMS, it's far feasible to make predictions that an affected person can also additionally
worsen, although the whole thing appears to be normal.
2.1.4. Application layer
After the fact is processed, the health practitioner gets a message in a utility mounted on his or her smartphone, tablet, or PC. When privy
to the whole thing this is taking place with the affected person, the health practitioner could make a knowledgeable selection of
approximately similar remedies, permitting the affected person to move home, or alternate the path of remedy if needed. What’s more,
the maximum superior health monitoring device may be powered through deep device gaining knowledge so the health practitioner also
can get hold of AI-primarily based hints at the analysis and path of movement to take.

3. APPLICATIONS OF HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM
3.1. Remote patient monitoring
Remote patient monitoring is the maximum not unusual place utility of IOT gadgets for healthcare. IOT gadgets can routinely gather
health metrics like coronary heart charge, blood pressure, temperature, and extra from sufferers who aren't bodily found in a healthcare
facility, removing the want for sufferers to tour to the providers, or for sufferers to gather it themselves. When an IOT tool collects
affected person records, it forwards the records to a software program utility in which healthcare specialists and/or sufferers can view
them. Algorithms can be used to research the records so one can propose remedies or generate alerts. For example, an IOT sensors that
detects an affected person’s strangely low coronary heart charge can also additionally generate an alert so that healthcare specialists can
intervene. A principal mission with far-flung affected person tracking gadgets is making sure that the notably non-public records that
those IOT gadgets gather are steady and private.

Fig.1 - Remote patient monitoring
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3.2. Glucose monitoring
For the extra than 30 million Americans with diabetes, glucose monitoring has historically been difficult. Not most effective is it
inconvenient to have to test glucose stages and manually file results, however doing so reviews a patient’s glucose stages most effective
at the precise time the check is provided. If stages differ widely, periodic trying out will not be enough to stumble on a problem.IOT
gadgets can assist deal with those demanding situations by imparting continuous, computerized tracking of glucose stages in sufferers.
Glucose tracking gadgets remove the want to preserve facts manually, and they could alert sufferers whilst glucose stages are
problematic.Challenges consist of designing an IOT tool for glucose tracking that:
a.
b.

Is small sufficient to screen constantly without inflicting a disruption to sufferers
Does now no longer devour a lot of power that it wishes to be recharged frequently.

These are not insurmountable demanding situations, however, and gadgets that deal with the promise to revolutionize the manner
sufferer’s deal with glucose tracking.

Fig. 2 - Glucose monitoring
3.3. Heart-rate monitoring
Like glucose, monitoring heart rates may be challenging, even for sufferers who are found in healthcare facilities. Periodic heart rate
checks do not defend against fast fluctuations in heart rates, and traditional gadgets for non-stop cardiac tracking utilized in hospitals
require sufferers to be connected to stress machines constantly, impairing their mobility.Today, a lot of small IOT gadgets are to be for
heart rate monitoring, liberating sufferers to transport around as they prefer even making sure that their hearts are monitored
continuously. Guaranteeing ultra-correct outcomes stays really of a challenge, however maximum contemporary-day gadgets can supply
accuracy rates of approximately ninety per cent or better.

Fig. 3 - Heart-rate monitoring
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3.4. Hand hygiene monitoring
Traditionally, there has not been a terrific manner to make sure that carriers and sufferer’s inner a healthcare facility washed their fingers
nicely so that it will decrease the danger of spreading contagion. Today, many hospitals and different healthcare operations
use IOT gadgets to remind human beings to sanitize their fingers once they input medical institution rooms. The gadgets may even
deliver commands on how pleasant to sanitize to mitigate to select danger for selected patient.A foremost shortcoming is that those
gadgets can best remind human beings to smooth their fingers; they cannot do it for them. Still, studies indicate that those gadgets can
lessen contamination prices by greater than 60 per cent in hospitals.

Fig. 4 - Hand hygiene monitoring

4. ADVANTAGES OF HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM
4.1. The main advantages of IOT implementation in healthcare are:











Remote Monitoring: Real-time remote monitoring through connected IOT devices and smart alerts can diagnose illnesses, treat
illnesses, and save lives in medical emergencies.
Increased patient comfort and convenience lead to better patient satisfaction and faster recovery times.
Prevention: Smart sensors analyze health conditions, lifestyle choices, and the environment and recommend preventive
measures, which will reduce the occurrence of diseases and acute conditions.
Reduced healthcare costs: IOT reduces costly doctor visits and hospital admissions and makes testing more affordable.
Accessibility of medical data: The accessibility of electronic medical records enables patients to receive quality care and helps
healthcare providers make the right medical decisions and prevent complications.
Improved treatment management: IOT devices help track medication administration and treatment response and reduce medical
errors.
Improved healthcare management: Using IOT devices, healthcare authorities can gain valuable insights into the efficiency of
equipment and personnel and use it to suggest innovations.
Research: Since IOT devices are capable of collecting and analyzing a massive amount of data, they have a high potential for
medical research purposes.
IOT health devices, wearable technology, and access to data allow physicians to monitor patients with greater precision and
provide better-informed treatment.
UV Lightweight sanitation systems keep spaces clean and prevent disease.

5. CONCLUSION
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to an international health crisis as lots of humans die from the disease each day. The fatality rate may
be minimized if the right remedy is run at the proper time. Various steps, such as ordinary tracking of pulse charge, SpO2 degree, and
temperature, had been taken to make sure the right remedy. However, the oxygen degree of a COVID-19 affected person decrease with
time and the affected person can die rapidly if emergency steps are not taken. Considering the abovementioned facts, an IOT-primarily
based clever health monitoring device becomes to evolve for COVID-19 patients. The device runs thru an IOT health monitoring device
and each medical doctor and the affected person can acquire indicators from this device for the duration of emergencies. Therefore, to
make all lives risk-free, we have to use clever health monitoring systems. To conclude, this device is extraordinarily critical within the
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clinical quarter due to the fact it may assist boom the existence expectancy of humans worldwide. In the future, extra sensors may be
brought to this device to display extra physiological parameters of the human body.
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